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“Testing and Testing Again:
Jaq Chartier’s Paintings as a Metaphor for Evolving Thinking”
by Rock Hushka, Curator, Tacoma Art Museum, Washington
Jaq Chartier’s strict and austere images composed from grids, stains, and
graphite marks conﬂate the symbols and techniques of science and art. She balances
precision and entropy, deliberation and probability, purity and corruption. The
tension she builds is a nearly perfect metaphor for the contemporary
social condition.
Chartier’s most immediate referent is the stain-like visuals produced during
gel electrophoresis. The movement of the molecules through a gel is noted by
colorimetric detection (such as staining), enhanced chemiluminescence, radioactive
detection, or ﬂuorescent detection. Gel electrophoresis and a cluster of other
techniques collectively labeled chromatography are used to separate macromolecules
on the basis of size, electric charge, and other physical properties.
Chartier’s interest in chromatography emerged from years of experimenting
with pigments, stains, varnishes, paints, and other art supplies. She diligently
applies these substances in rows, drops, puddles, or ﬁlms which are absorbed
irregularly by a porous, neutral ground. She then selectively and purposely exposes
portions of these paintings to intense sunlight in her studio over varying lengths of
time. Additionally, she frequently provides written notation about the coloration,
ground, and exposure times on the surface or the sides of the panel. The changes
in the pigment, stains, and ground reveal the extent of chemical changes by direct
exposure to unﬁltered ultraviolet light.
Like scientiﬁc tests generally, her work seems to rely on the unspoken
understanding that the experiment can be repeated with virtually the same results
and that the information contained in her documents will be unconditionally true
and veriﬁable. However, Chartier freely acknowledges that this is wholly false. That
is indeed her game. Chartier’s paintings are never ﬁnished, and they will continue to
evolve. They are not repeatable in the manner of scientiﬁc testing.
An astute viewer realizes that Chartier is considering the painting in two
different ways. First, a glimpse of the painting becomes a moment in the ongoing
chemical changes within the painting. In memory, her paintings appear as vibrant

splashes of intense color on a pristine white ground. Each panel offers a visual variation of
the ancient, philosophical adage that a person can cross a river only once. Despite the sheen
of her ﬁnishes, the atoms of the stains will continue to migrate, the intensity of the dyes will
continue to fade, and the ground will continue to pale and discolor.
She relies on the accumulation of changes that make her works an endless series
of aesthetic discoveries. However, the same viewer should also understand that Chartier’s
painting represents an ongoing process. The knowledge gleaned from each panel and each
test is required to generate the next one. Each effort in Chartier’s body of work, then, is
not an end unto itself. Rather, it represents one manifestation of how ideas and knowledge
accumulate and evolve over time.
This dichotomy instills Chartier’s work with an intellectual challenge. It invokes a
responsibility on the part of the viewer to think about this painting as a lengthy experience
over the life of the object about which he or she can know only a small sliver. This kind of
thinking incorporates an understanding about how an art object and the viewers’s response
will evolve over time. The artist is also expected to accumulate competence, feeling, and
knowledge in making the art. These experiences are absorbed and transmitted in the next
work that will be shared with audiences. So, in Chartier’s work, each painting—and each
workday chemical test—builds on the next. The fading, the diffusion, and the dissolving
are never really forgotten but trigger the next series of observations and decisions. The
undercurrent of this aspect of her painting is that her thinking—to parallel that of her
viewers’s—will also evolve over time.
The corpus of Chartier’s project then relies on the friction between observable, ﬁrm
knowledge and a device that willingly undermines the presumed stability of that information.
She makes a “test” in which the answers will change.
With these incongruities, Chartier taps into the heart of contemporary anxieties
provoked by the unknowable ﬂux of our world. Her paintings provide a form of test results
that measure something, anything to help navigate today’s environment. But yet, Chartier’s
impulse is to deny the stability of such tests and results. They will always change no matter
how tightly one circumscribes the question, the issue, or the phenomenon.
Yet, oddly, Chartier’s images of instability also offer an antidote to anxiety. Her
repeated tests offer a glimmer of her belief in and hope for humanity. It is almost as though
she is an alchemist, driven by an insatiable desire to deﬁne and preserve the individual’s
ability to think about the world in ways as complex as her paintings. Chartier gracefully
allows people to use her process as a metaphor for evolving ideas and circumstances.
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